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By Harcourt Sontag and Daniel P. Johnson 

Tind-tunnel and flight tests were made to determine 
the performance characteristics of two designs of commer- 
cially available venturi tubOs--tisea fn airplanes to operate 

2 
I 
n 

air-driven gyroscopic instruments. i . 
For constant values of the ratio of suction to atmos- 

pheric pressure, the air flow is approximately a linear 
function, independent of altitude for a double venturi 
tube, of the product of the indicated air speed and t+e -- - 

square root of the ratio of standard air pressure. to tho --- .- 
atmospheric pressure. Consequently, data obtained at sea .; 

-. 
level may be usea to make a>proximate predictions of per- 
formance at higher altitudes. Tiiare Is some-fndication 
that this mny be also done for single venturi tubes. 

-: 

. . - : 
For c gfven installation in which an air-asavon in- 

ntrumont is connectad through tubing rvith a venturi tube, 
the volume rato of induced air .flom fs approximately pro- 
portional to the product of indicate'd air speed and the .-.-__ i 
square root of the ratio of standard to ambient air pres- 
sure. The efficiency of SUC~-L a system at a given altitude 
is constant. .= i- 

-. 
Rather l,arga vzriations in suction and efficiencg w0re 

found for individual tubes of the same designti Cylindrical 
fnirfng on the external surfnco resulted ih a reduction of 
both drag and suction but little change in efficiency. ' -..= 
The effect of large angles of pitch or yaw nas--small. Xeas- -- 
urementc acre also made of the pressur.e &long the wall of I 
the tube. -- 

IBTRODUCTIOB 

Venturi tubes are usea in many airplanes to operate 
--.. : 
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air-driven gyroscopic instruments. The operating efficien- 
cy of venturi tubes is known to be low in comparison with 
that of vacuum pumps of the displacement type but their 
mechanical simplicity and low first cost hap-e-furthered 
their continued use. Although some data on the performance 
of venturi tubes as vacuum pumps havo been published (refd 
erences 1, 2, and 3), it was considered desirable-to under- 
take an experimental study of--ths performance characteris- 
tics pf venturi tubes now being used. As part of this 
study, two types of commercially available venturi tubes 
mere subjected to wind-tunnel and flight tests. The in- 
vestigation was made with the cooperation and financial 
support of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 

APPARATUS AND TESTS 

The Venturi Tubes 

Three single and three double- penturf tubes were test- 
ed. The single,tubes mere made by --Pioneer Instrument 
Comganp for use in operating turn.indicatorsJ and were des- 
ignated Pl, P2, and P3. The double venturi tubes, desig- 
nated S4, S5, and S>mere made by the Sperry Gyroscope 
Companyr and are of the type commonly used to operate di- 
rectional gyros and gyroscopic horizons. During the tests> 
tube S6 was provided with a cylindrical fairing and was 
then designated S7. 

A diagram and a photograph of the single tube are 
shotvn in figures 1 and 2, respectively. The air flows 
from the instrument case through connecting tubing to the 
venturi inlet and then through holes drilled in the venturi 
base to an annular chamber surrounding the throat of the 
tube. It then discharges through n cylindrical opening in- 
to the air stream. 

* 

The double tube (figs. 3 and 4) has a large and a 
small venturi tube coaxially mounted nith the trailing 
edge of the small tube me11 fornard of the plane of the * 
throat of the larger one, Air from the venturi inlet pass- 
es through holes drilled in the bsss of the venturi tube . 
and discharges from an annular chamber in the throat of 1 
the smaller unit.. The external surface of the smallor . 
tube is cylindrical. Both the loading and trailing edg-es . 
of the larger one are flared.. 
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Tests 

The tubes mere tested in the a-foot mind tunnel of 
the National Bureau of Standards at several different air 
speeds betTeen 45 and 135 miles per hour to determine: -' 

1. The flow-suction characteristics and drag of 
three venturi tubes of each type. 

2. The effect of cylindrically fairing the external 
surface of the larger unit of a double ven- 
turi tube. -_ 

7 . The effects of pitch and yaw on the suction char- 
acteristics of a double venturi tube. 

A -. The pressure gradient obtaining alcng the internal 
surface of the larger unit of a double venturi 
tube. 

. 
With the cooperation of the Blight Test Section.at 

the Naval Air Station, Anacostia', D.C,, additionaldata 
were obtained in flight on the flow-suction charczteria- - --- 
tics of one of each type of-venturi tube (P3 a.ud.PG/. 
Data vere obtained at altitudes up to about 15,000 feet 
and at indicated air speeds varying from 70 to 160 mile-s 
per hour. 

D 

Each venturi tube was mounted in the wind tunnel on a. 
tubular support (fig. 5) attached to the mechanism use-d 
for measuring the drag. Air entered the line leading to 
the venturi tube from a'large mall-plate.opening in.the 
side of the wind tunnel. It then passed through a portion 
of the line containing the flommetor and a manually oper- 
atod fion-regulating valve to the tubular support, and - 1 
thence into the venturi-inlet. The pressure diffkrences _-__ .;- 
necessary to determine the air speed in the wind tunnel, 
the air flow in the line connected with the venturi tube, 
and the suction developed by the tube were measured by D- 
tube manometers as shosvn in figure 5. The tests qere ma&e 
with atmospheric pressures varying from 340 to 760 milli- 
meters of mercury and at air temperatures varying from 25' 
to 350 c. 

: 
l 

.I 

. 

A fixed orifice was used as a flowmeter for measuring - 
the rate of flow of air induced'bg the.denturi'tubes; The 

. flonneter was calibrated against a dispi&tiemexif-ky@d gad . 
meter at several air densities, the calibraticn showing ,- -.- 
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the maximum uncertainty in the measurement of the rate of- 
flow to be less than 2 ;percent of'tho iadicatod rato. 

, 

In the 'flight tests t-he venturi tubes wore mounted on 
a bracket suspended 'between ono set of intor>lano struts 
on a biplane, in a position mall auts-ido the slipstream of 
the propoller. Tho air florrod from the flowmeter installed 
in the cock-pit of tho airplane through lines of hcavy+vall&!f 
rubber tubing to the venturi tubes, Anoroid gagos wore used 
to measure tho suction dovolopod by the tubes and the dif- 
ferentinl gross'uro across the flowmotor orifice. 

Bhen used to operate gyroscopic instruments the venturi 
tube is usually mounted on the airplane in the d lipstream of 
the ;roDeller where' it is subjected to the maximum velocity 
of the air. It is knorrn that the average slipstream veloc- 
ity may exceed the air speed of an airplane by as much as 
60 percent (reference 4). The effkct of the fluctuations 
in the velocity of the slipstream, due to the action of the 
Propeller, on the performance of the tubes nas not investf- 
gated. 

RESULTS 

mind-Tunnel -Toots 

I 
- 

. 

Unless othersise stated)the suctions given in the re- * 
suits refer to the difference bet:vean the .static pressur-e 
in the aind tunnel and the pressure obtaining at the inlet 
of the'venturi tuba, due allo\vanco'having been made for the 
pressure drop between the point inithe line at nhich the < 
suction was measured and the venturi tube. 

Air flow and suet-ios at sea IQ-.- The results of the 
wind-tunnel test of.veaturi tube S6 are shown in figure 6. 
In the figure t'hs o'bsorved suction'is plotted against tbo 
rate of florr of air obtained by varying the setting of the 
manually operated flow-regulating valve nhilo the indicated 
air speed was held constant. From 'these curves and similar 
onos for tube P3, the curves of figures 7 and 8 :7ore prc- 
pared. The abscissa in the latter.figures is tho indicated 
air SgCQd Vi multiplied by the square root of tha ratio 
of tho standard sea-love1 pressure .ps (29.92 inches of 
mercury) to the static pressure Pa in the wind tunnel. 
Each diagonal line is for a constan-t value of the ratio of - - 
the suction S to the static pressure pa, 

+ 
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The variation in the perform.ance characteristics of 
the three single.venturi tubes is shown in figure 9 for 
the condition of no flow of air in the line (curves A>; -- 
and for a lipe of flow of 1 cubic foot per minute (curves 
B) at the ambient atmospheric pre_asure. Similar data for -- 
the three double venturi tubes and for the cylindrically 
faired tube S7, are shown in figure 10 with the exception 
that curves B are for a flow of 2 cubic feet per-minute 
measured at the ambient atmospheric pressure. The data'- -- .-_ 
show markod variations in the performance of venturi‘ Cubes -‘- 
of the same design rrhich amounted to about 8 percent in 
the air speed required to obtain a given suction. -- 

. * 
An examinatfon of the venturi tubes indicated- that 

-- --- -- ._-__ 

the difforonces in 2crformance nere due, not- to variations 
in aorkmanship nhfch would be evident in a casual inspQC-m 
tion, ~ but to small variations in the dimensions of the --- - 
tubes, particularly in tho vicinity of the throat and in : -- 
the surface roughness of tho diverging cones. The dc- -- 
crease in the ratio of suction to impact pressure athigh -___ air spoods as a result of roughnoss or dirt in'the-‘Fhroat - 
of venturi tubas, 
and 6). 

has been noted previously (rofore*n~c%?5 ---- - p z= -- - ..; 

Dra,g.- Within the range and accuracy of tho tests, 
the drag of the venturi tubes aas proportional to tha im- . '- 
sact prossuro q, independent of the--air flow thrbah the 
venturi inlet, that is, ; 

D = * Bd q (lj-‘ - 

. 

. 

in ;phich D is tho drag, and Bd is a constant which may 
be callad the "drag coefficient." The values of Bd m 
the vonturi tubas tostcd Then D iS &i pou&ds. aii-a 4s 
in pounds Der square foot, sreIgiven i&table I, tdizther 
with the a?Drcximate drag in sounds at.100 miles per hour. 

L-.. 
TA3LE I 

--venturi tub0 
-- 

Pi3 1. 7 
s4 7.46 
55 7.54 
S6 7..62 
s7 I 5.2 

Drag at 100 m.S{h- 
(lb.) 

0.47 
,49 
.44 

1.94 
1.96 
1.98 
1.35 

-. . 

. - 

-;;’ 

: 

F 
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Pressure drop in venturi oassagg.- The magnitude of 
the resistance of the passages inithe base of tho venturi 
tubes to the floti of air kas determined by measuring tho 
prossuro required at the fnlot to maintain a givon r~tix of 
flow rrith the venturi tube stationary relative to the sur- 
rounding air. This pressure Ap, varied as the square of 
the rate of flow of air I? at--the conditions of pressure 
and tern?-erature- obtaining during the tests in accordance 
I?ith the following equation: 

a 

Ap = K$ I@=: 
0 

(2) .- 

where p is th.e average density of the air in the pas- 
sages, P, is the standard density at sea level, and E 
is a constant, 

The values of the constant II for the venturi tubes 
tested, when Ax, is in inches of-mercury, and F isin 
cubic fee-t ner minute, are given in table II. This con- 
stant is numerically equal. to the pressure drop in inches 
of mercury for a flow of 1 cubic foot per minute at stand- 
ard density. 

. 

Pitch nnd .vam.- The effects of pitch and of yam on 
the suction characteristics of double .tubc $6 at an air 
speed of about 9G miles pef hour are shown in figures 11 
and 12, respectively. The suction is here plotted against 
the ,qitch (or yaw) angle for three conditions: no flow of 
air, flow of 1 cubic foot per minute, and flow of 2 cubic 
feet per minute referred-e the ambient pressure. e fig- -- 
ure 11 a positive pitch refers to an upward tilt ofTthe 
leading edge of a .tube mounted initially on a horizontal 
surface, Yaw refers to a rotation of the instrument about 
an axis 3eraendicular to the mounting plane. 

2 
The form of 

these curves bears some resemblance to tha of-curves (ref- 
erence '7) relating the variation of 'pitot-static axfferen- 

-1 

f  

* -- 

V- tial pressure with yaw. In the 1igh.t of these results and 
the tests by Draper and Spilhaus (rc.ference 3), great accu- 

i 
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racy in ali 
* 

% 

ling the venturi tube with the air stream ap- 
pears to be nnocessary. 

gressure distribution alonLvonturi tube.- The-results 
of the test made to determine the pressure distributfon ob- 
taining along the internal surface of the larger unit of 
double venturi tube S4, ars shofn -in figure 13 for air 
speeds of 45 and 135 miles per hour and for the conditio.n 
of zero induced air flow. The p'ressure distribution fs ini z 
dependent of-the air speed at all goiqts along the length 
of the tubo except in the vicinity of tho throat d-f the 
larger unit, rrhere the pressure difference is greater at .'- - 
the highor air saood. The over-all loss of head is of the 
crdor of the impact pressure. .-- --.. ;-.- 

s- -. -;- r 
The cresaures obtaining along the !.nternal surface of 

the larger unit of tube S4 during the for.egoing'test were .I _ 
not appreciably af,fected by the flow of air through,fhe 
line except in the immediate vicfnity of the thro&tr Fig- -- 

ure 14 shotvs the effect of flow on the suction at three -: 
points for an air speed of 135 miles per hour. Curve f; -- 
shows the suction at the throat of the larger unit; 

--+-I-- -. __ curve '. ._ _. 

s, the suction at the throat of the smaller unit; and curve- 
F, the suction at the inlet on the base of the venturi tube. 2 
It ds seen that the suction at tho throat of the larger- 
unit falls off slightly with increase in flow while th'ose -A 

at the t;lroat of the smaller unit and at the inlet fall off _ 
much more rapidly; in fact, the suction at the throat of 
the larger unit is greator than that at the throat of tho 
smaller one for flows in excess of 2.6 cubfc feet per m%n??te. 

--- --_ 2 
gerformanca of modified tube.- It was found that cyl- -- 

indrical fairing on the external surface bf double venturi 
tube S6, called S7,after fairing, roducod the drag by about 
?5 gercont, and reduced the zol?er developed -when there was 
aLr flow by 25 to 30 p.ercent. The sutitions for no-‘=fnduced 
air flow and for a flow of 2 cubic feet per minute, are 
shown as functions of impact "oressure-.in figure 10. The 
decrease In suction conpnrc&'$&that of tho unfaire-d tube 
(S6) is evident. It may be concluded t-hat t&e operating 
efficiency is not substantially increased-gy cylindrically 
fairing tha tube. 

Flight Tests . --- 
The. results of flight tests on tube S$ are_-shorrn in 

,ffguro 15, Tha points shown in the figurq were taken from 
curves, similar to those of figure 6, -in rrhich nLr .florr at 

- 

e 
- 
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the,.vcnturi- inlet was plo.tted.agaSnst the rati. of--suction 
S to atmospheric pressure pa, ,:for a given altitude and 
for a given air speed, The dotted lines ,aro the resultn 
of wind-tunnel tosts. 

An inspection of figure 15 sho'ms that the curves for 
const‘ant S/pa move slightly to the right nith increase 
in altitude. Honever, this manner ‘of presenting the data 
gives curves GMLL.GU% more necrSy indopendwf altitude 
than any of the other rrays of prefjentation E&i& \Tere 
tried. For many purposes the data at sea level so plotted 
can be taken as invariant with altitude without introduc- 
ing serious error. 

.- 

Figuro 16 indicates that for-a given induced air flow 
c single curve of S/p, against 4/P,% or its squiva- 

lent, Via PSI&,, represents the result-s-ebtained at aI1 
altitudes. Here- q is the dynani-c Pressure, ps and Pa 
are, respectively, the standard se&-love1 air presauro and 
the static pressure of the air surrounding the venturi 
tUbo, Rlld Vi is the indicated air speed. The agreem-en% 
is within the accuracy of the tests& Curve A is for sin- 
gle tube P3 and curves B and C for-double tube S6. In the 

q/Pa upper part of curve B, where the values of the ratio 
are the highest, the suction appears 'to approach as a lim- 
itra value in the neighborhood of.2/3.the ntnoaphoric 
pressure. This limit is considerably higher than thatob- 
served by Peter.s for a i3ruhn doublb-throat vonturi tuba 
(raferencc 8). 

Tho relation betmoon the quantity Vi /:a and tho 

volume rate of flow of air at thc.venturi inlet obtainod 
in the flight tests, is sholyn in figure 17. During the 
tests the flow-regulating valves nere kept at one setting, 
~.e.~, tide open - an operating conciition that may be lik- 
onad to.one particular installation of air-driven instru- 
ment and connecting tubing. Rithin reasonable limits the 
points all fall on straight lines through the origin, 
showing the existence of a simple proportionality, inded 

perdent of altitude, betnecn VI vp$-- and the volume rato 

of flon induced by a venturi tube through-a fixed SystQm 
of orifice nad connecting tubing. 

Flight-test data taken for the single venturi tube p3 
are shown in curve A of figure 16, which shons the suction 
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developed with no induced air flom. In figure 17, curve 
A shows the volume.air flow mith the control valve mide 
open as a function of air speed times the square root of -- 
the pressure rati-o. These data are in qualitative agree- 
ment mith those for the double venturi tube in the extreme 
cases of no induced air flow and maximum air flow, and 
nould indicate that the conclusions reached for the double/ 
venturi tube may be extended to the single tube. Complete 
flight-test data coulh*not be obtained on-tube r)3 bscause 
of accidental damage to the tube. Flight data were ob- 
tained on tube PS, which yielded curves Similar to those 
shown for tube P3. 

A mindkunnel test was made vi es SS and P2 mount- 
ed on a strut -with the same bracket as used in the 
flight test. Agreement betneen the flight test at sea lev- 
el and the wind--tunnel test was .good in the case c-f-the 
tube S6. For tube PS there was agreement in the suction 
developed rrith no induced flow, but the suction for a given 
flon in the flight test was much less than in the sin&tun- 
nel te3t. The source of the discrepancy ma-s not determined. 

PEBFORMAACE Gi3BFFICIEETS AXD XFFIGI3:HGY 

The prLncipc.1 operating proparties of the venturi 
tube nhen used as a source of'stictioz may be ex>r-essbd in 
terms of.coefficients computed iPro-m -d%ta~L-dbtained from 
tests. These properties are: X) the static suction. So 
developed aith no induced air florr; b) the capacity in 
terms of the volume rate of fl0.x of air; and c) the dr-ag.- 

.-. 
The suction coefficient Bs is defined by the rela- 

tion - - 
SO y= 'rn =B,q. 3 

1.1. 
*J-3). 1 

'$ 
fi*.- ' _ 1-~ ._ 

nhero So is the suction--dev lopod. rrith no induced air 
florr, and q, the QirEGX'prossure. The suction coeffi-- 

2-T. 

cient is the equivalent of the:expression "relative per-'- -. 
formance" used in reference.6.' AlternativeIy, --- 

22. 
-cl = 2B, " .Oa) 
-a -a .A .- 
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nhero Soha and ha are the coordinates of figure 16, 
A and 5. It may be seen from this figure that B, is 
nearly independent of dtitude aa;d air speed &t ai'r epoedn 
hctmeen 75 and 150 mFlos.per hour., and is a furLction.of '- 
Vi 

f- 
z: or q/Pa .- at greater air, speeds. 

The florr coefficient Sf is defined-as the ratio of 
the volume air florr Y referred to the pressure obtaining 
at the inlet, to the true air s_aeed Vt when the venturi 
tube is operated so that the suction is Sm, that is; 

Bf = ,F- 
Vt 

(4) , 

The proportionality betneen 

fied from figure 17. 

may bc vori- 

does not differ 

greatly from the true air speed, i;t follows that this co- 
efficient is nearly independent of the air speed and al- 
titude. It has the dimonsions of area. 

The drag coefficient Bd, do“fihBd previously in the 
section Ijn results, is the ratio of the drag D to the 
impact pressure Q. l,t also has the dimensions of area- 

The poner developo,: by a venturi'tube is proportional 
to tho >roduct of suction and indu.ced air flon. The data 
of figure G indicate that at a fixod air speed the maximum 
poner is very nearly that dovelop&,.ahen the-tube. is oper- 
ated at a suction which is half that obtained with no in- 
duced flow; that- is, nhen S = Sm. Piorcy and Mfnos (rc&- 
orence 2) also call attontion to thfs fact. Consequently, 
the maximum afficioncy Em may bo axprossed in terms of 
the suction, flow, and drag cocffikionts as follows: 

Smf Em = - BsBf 
DVt = --z& 

(5) --I 

Ir a Farticular Installation of vonturi tube and-gyro4 
scopic instrument, for oxamplo, that represented by lino 
H in fiqura 8, the efficiency is aipr,oxfmatoly tho same at.-. 
all air speeds at a given altitude. If an installation bo 
so designad that the venturi tub6 cgcrates at a suction 
about half tint for no induced air,flon at any given air 
speed, it mill operate at vdry nearly tho maximum efficfon- 

r 
- 

r 

- 

.- 

- - 

l 

. 
. 
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CY at all altitudes and air speeds. The efficiency vi.11 
be less for installations operating at'_-suctions much above 
6r below half the static suction. 

The values of the coefficients and efficiencies of 
the 7 venturi tubes at sea level and at an air 8pee.d of 80 
miles per hour, are listed in table III. 

TABLE III 

Performance Coefficients and Efficienci.es of the 
. 

Venturi Tubes at Maximum Power Output 

I Venturi tube 

-- 
Pl 
P2 
P3 
S4 
S5 
S6 
S7 

(fairod) 

l- +, 
I 

- 

BS 
I f 

Bf 
sq- ft.> 

I 1.8 X 1o-4 5.9 
3.6 
3.8 
6,9 
8.0 
7.8 
6.7 

1.8 
2.0 
2 - 
2:: 
2.8 
2.3 

i 

1.8 x 10-a 3.9 
1.9 3.4 
1.7 4.5 
7.5 2.4 
7.5 2.8 
7.6 2.9 
5.2 3.0 

-- 
E(max.) 

{percent) 

The efficiency as given in the last column og'%able '_ 
III is not directly comparable- kith that of the engine- 
driven vacuum pump since the efficien-cy of the latter is 
usually computed on the assumption that the mechanical - 

..- 

pump receives its power directly from EXe engine of the 
-I 

airplane. Oi the otherhand, the power required by the - : 

ve2turi tube is derived from the engine throllgh the thrust 
devclopod by the propeller. Therefore the efficiencies 

-; 

given in the table should be miitipl"e& by the efficiency - 
factor of the propoller of 
comparison is made. 

theiairpl 3. 8 before a direct i. 2 

* 3ISGTJSSIOM 

. 
- 

The ratio of impact pressure q to the atmospheric 
pressure Pa equals -. 

. 
-- -- c1 -A-= 

pa 
w _ ._ 

Y 
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in rrhich pa is the ambient atmospheric density, and 
the true air speed. But 

Pa -- = Pa .?A 

‘a ‘s ‘a 
and 

where ps and P, ar'e the standard sea-level atmospheric 
density and pressure;- T, and Ta, the standard sea- 
level and ambient atmospheric temperatur.es in degrees abd 
solute, respectively; and Vi, the indicated air speed. 
By substitution from equations (7) and (8) into equation 
(6) there results: 

4 1P . ..-- = -BLv= =(-j 13 -a 2..P', T, t 
> vta = c-j P, vi= 

a . pa 
(9) 

It should be noted that in equation (9) when I, = Ta or 
ps = Pa, the ratio is directly proporticnal to 
Vta or Via , 

4/P, 
respectively. 

Since the speed of sound is p'roportional to J z 

Pi-- 
% ' ._ 

the quantity Vt J $ is proportibnal to the ratio of the 
a 

true air speed to the speed of--s-ound. 
equation (91, 

It follows thon, by 
that the abscissas of figures 7, 8, 15, 16, 

and 17 are Proportional to the ratio of the true air speed 
to the- vee?. of sound. 

Comparison of altitude and se&-love1 data in figure 
15 for the double venturi tube shorirs that the curves pre- 
sented in figure 8 are approximately independent of alti- 
tude, or air density, within the air-speed range of the 
tests. Figure 17 shows further that for a given orifice 
in the line, the induced air flow is proportional to 

vi J- g_§* 
Pa 

This fact may be extended with reasonable accu- 

racy to include the case of a gyradcopic instrument and 
tubing connected to the venturi tube. 
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. 

The relation between volume air flow and suctian for 
typical gyroscopic instruments, together with connecting 
tubing, was determined at t'ne air Pressure obtaining aP- 
proximately at sea level and at that corresponding to a 
standard altitude of 20,000 feet. In figure 8 the lfne 
H represents sea-- level data for-a gyroscopic horizon with 
connecting tubing across nhich the pressure drop was about 
one-half that across the horizon. The line DG represents 

:.* 
.Y' 

thc'sea-level data for a directfcnal gyroscope and tubing 
across r;rhfch the pressure drop mas about one-fifth that 
across the instrument alcno. Data obtained. at the higher 
a1tituci.o fall below this line oxcopt at the highar vcluos 

'ps 
. 

of vi h/ 5,' The air flow and suction iere measured at 

the low pressure. end of the tubing and were therefore idon- 
tical mit'l the induced air flow and suctibn at the suction 
inlet of the venturi tube. 

As an example of a ccmputati-on, assume an installation 
Of. a dikoCti.oaai gyro and tubing having the Performance 
given by line DG in figure 8 and operated by venturi tube 
S6, 50 determine the suction and air flow at an indicated 
air speed of 100 miles. P-or hour at zero altitude and at 
15,000 feet. At zero altitude: 

__ 

._ 

/ps v. g--- .I J = 100 m.p.h. 
-a . _ 

Flow (at intersection‘of 100 m.p.h. line and 
DG line) = 1.15 cu.ft./min. 

S/P, =,0.157 and S= 29.92 x 0.157 = 4.7 inches 
of Llorcury. 

At 15,000 feet: 

-0 -a at 15,000 ft. = 16.88 inches of mercury. 

= 100 133 m.p.h. 
:. _ . . 

Flow 6at intorsecticn of 133 m.g.h. line and DG 
line) = 1.64 cu.ft.!min. 

.- 

S/p, = 0.28 and S= 16.38 -x 0.28 = 4.7 inches 
of marcury. .- 
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From tho altitudo data in figures 8 and 15 the suction and 
air florv at 15,000 feet are 5 percent lower than the val- 
ues computed above for given air.speed. 

While it is evident that altitude data on the perform- 
ance of both the gyroscopic instrument and the venturi tube 
are required in order to determine accurately the perform- 
ance of the, combination at various altitudes, it is also 
evident that approximate predictions of performance Thich 
may bo of considerable value may .be made from sea-lovol 
data on the venturi tube togother mith data, either exgor- 
imontal or computed, on the sucti-on air-flow characteris- 
tics of the gyroscopic'instrument and tubing. 

It should be noted in calculating performance that 
the air speed at the Doint at--mhich the venturi tube is in- 
stalled.must be used Q Jn installations where the tube is 
in the slipstream th ~~~111 be considerably larger than p Lc.-i. 

the air spe'ed of the airplan-e; : 

Complete data are not available-on the single-throat 
vsnturi tube, so that no definite statement can be mado as 
to the accuracy with nhich the sea-love1 data such as given 
in figure 7 gives the p.erformanceat various altitudos. 

- 

CONCLU'SIONS 

The results of tho mind-tunnel and flight--tests on 
the vonturi tubos led to tho following general conclusions: 

1. For constant values of the-ratio of suction to 
atmospheric pressure the air florr is approximately a lin- 
ear functri;on, independent---of altitude for a double venturi 
tube, of the Froduct of the indicated air.speed and the 
square root of the ratio of standard air pressure to the 
atmospheric pressure. 

2. F'or.a given installation of an air-driven inatru- 
ment connected to a venturi tube by means of tubing, the 
volume rate of air flow is approxi.mately proportional to 
the 'product of indicated air speed and the square root of 
the ratio of- a standard pressure to ambient air pressure. 
The ratio of the suction at the venturi inlet to the ambi- 
ent air Fressure is a constant approximately indopendent 
of altitude at a given air flow. 
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3. From the'ab&e it follows that an approximate 
prediction of the performance of a double venturt tube at 
any altitude may be made from data obtained at sea level. 
For a single venturi tube the Drediction of performance 
is. restricted to the relations given in paragraph (2) above. 

A -‘ The variation in the suction developed by individ- 
ual tubes of the sane design at a given air speed and in- 
duced air flow amounts to about 20 percent. 

5. The drag is proportional to the impact pressure. 

6. The effect produced by large angles of pitch and 
yaw on the performance of venturi tubes is negligible. 

7. The apparent usper Limit of suction rrfth no in- .i_I__ 
duced air flow for a double venturi tube is approximately 
2/3 the atnosgheric pressure. 

8. The rnaxinum efficiency of the single venturi tube 
is about 4 percent, that of the double venturi tube about 
3 Fercent. The maximum efficiency at a given air speed 
occurs ahen the venturi tube is developing one-half the 
suction at no induced air flow and falls off at suctions 
above and belon this value. 

?* Fairing the external surface of*one venturi tube 
reduced the drag but also reduced the suction developed.. _ 

kational Bureau of Standards, 
Vcshington, D. Ct., October 1937.' 

. 
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. LEGENDS 

Diagram of the single-throat'venturi tube. 

Single-throat venturi tube. 

Diagram of the double-throat venturi tube. 
- 

Double-throat venturi tube. 

Schematic diagram of installation fn the wind 
tunnel: W.P., mall-plate manometer; S, suc- 
tion manometer; F, flow manomotor; B, .&Fag .--- 

balance; R, flow-regulating valve;- 0, cali- 
brated orifice; P, tubular support; V, ven- 
turi tube. - 

Variation of suction with air flow at constant 
indicated air speed in wind-tunnel test of ._ 
Sperry venturi tube S6. The air flow is ro- 
duced to that at the pressure at the venturi 
inlct. The. room tempcraturo ranged from 27.5’ 
to 3a0 G,, and the barometric pressure was 
29.8 inches of mercury. ._ 

Porformanco at sea level (29.92 inches of mercury, 
.70° fsO G.) of singlovonturi tube P3. Hero 
P a. is the static prossuro in-the wind tunnel, 
S 

- . 
is the suction at the venturi inlet with 

^_.._ .- 

reference to pa, Vi is the indicated ‘air 
speed, and p is the standard sea-level pres- 
cure (29.92 i:ches o$,.m;rT;ry). kelation be- 
tween air .flom and 
constant values of <$p 

s a is given for the 
indicated by the num- 

bers on the curves. - < 
- 

Performance at sea level723 
3o" k;sO c.) 

.92 inches of mezrcury, 
of double. venturi tube S6. Here -- ----- .__ 

%L is the ntnosph8ri.c pressure in the wind tun- 

-1, ps is the standard sea-level pressure ' 
(29.92 inghes bf mercury), VI is the indicated 
air speed, and S is the suction with refer- 
once to pa. Relation between air flow and. 

'i ps/pa 
. 

is given for the constant values of 

S/P, indicated by the numbers on the curves. 
(Conti'nued on p. 18.) 
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LEGENDS (Cont.) . 

Figures -. _ ..- ----- I 
8 

(cont.) 
Lines H (horizon) and DG (directional gyro) shorr 

tho performance for two typical installations, 
in ahfch an air-drLven gyroscopic instrument 
is connected by tubing, 

9. Variation of suction with impact pressure for. 
three single venturi tubes of eimilar design. 
curves A shots the suction for zero air flow. 
Curves B show the suction d8v8lop8d with an air 
flow of 1 cubic foot per minute measured at 
standard condit%ons. 

10. Variation of suction with impact -pressure for. 
three double-venturi tubes of similar design. 
Curves A show the suction for eero air flow; 
Cixrv86 B for an air flaw of2 cubic feet per 
minute at 29.92 inches .of mercury and 30' 1k5' C. 
Tube 57 is tube S6 cylindrically faired. . 

--- 
11. Effect of pitch on the suctiondeveloped by dou- 

ble-venturi tube 56 at 'a true air speed of 96 . : 
miles per hour. Air flows are those at atmos- 
pheric pressure. 

.- 

12. Effect of yan on the suction developed by double- 
venturi tub8 S6 at an a%r Speed of 96 miles per 
hour, Air flows are those at atmospheric pres- 
sure. 

13. The pressure distribution along tube S4, wh8rQ p1 
is t-he static pressure at openings at points 
along the length of the outer tube and ps is 
the static -pressure in the mind tunnel. Curve 
A 8as obtained at an air spe-ed of 45 miles per 
houry and curve B, at 135 miles per hour. 

, 
14. Effect of the air flow in the line on the suction 

developed at three points on tube S4 at an air 
speed of 135 miles per hour. Curves L and S L 
show the suctions obtaining at the throats of 
the outer and inner units, respectively: curve 
F, that at the suction inlet of the tube. 
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Figures 

15. Flight-test data on tube S6. The full lines show 
the flight-test data at 7,500 feet for the stat- 
ed VS1U8S of '/Pa* where S 3s the suction 

and P, ,is the atmospheric pressure, both in - -- 
inches of mercury. The dotted lines present 
the mind-tunnel data. The indicated air speed - 
iS Vi; the standard sea-level pressure is ps. 

16. Data on suction obtained in a flight test and 
wind-tunnel tests at altitudes up to 15,000 
feet. Curve A is for a single- end curve B for 
a double-Venturi tube, both mith zero air flow. 
Curve C is,for the double tube with a vo1um.e 
air florr at the venturi inlet of 2 cubfc feat 
per minute. The indicated air speed is Vi; 

PS and x) -a are the standard sea-level and am- 
bient air pressures, respectively, in centi- 
grade degrees absolute. 

-- 
17. Tho air flow induced by venturi tubes thr0ugh.a .- 

fixod combination of orffico and tubing during 
flight tests at altitudes up to 15,000 feet. 
Curve A is for single tube (P3); curve B, for 
double tube (S6). 
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lmpactpAsaure 3 inahes of water 
Figure 9. 
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Figure 13. 
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